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Abstract 14 

The thyroid gland regulates growth and metabolism via production of thyroid hormone in 15 

follicles composed of thyrocytes. So far, thyrocytes have been assumed to be a 16 

homogenous population. To uncover genetic heterogeneity in the thyrocyte population, 17 

and molecularly characterize the non-thyrocyte cells surrounding the follicle, we 18 

developed a single-cell transcriptome atlas of the zebrafish thyroid gland. The 6249-cell 19 

atlas includes profiles of thyrocytes, blood vessels, lymphatic vessels, immune cells and 20 

fibroblasts. Further, the thyrocytes could be split into two sub-populations with unique 21 

transcriptional signature, including differential expression of the transcription factor 22 

pax2a. To validate thyrocyte heterogeneity, we generated a CRISPR/Cas9-based 23 

pax2a knock-in line, which demonstrated specific pax2a expression in the thyrocytes. 24 

However, a population of pax2a-low mature thyrocytes interspersed within individual 25 

follicles could be distinguished, corroborating heterogeneity within the thyrocyte 26 

population. Our results identify and validate transcriptional differences within the 27 

nominally homogenous thyrocyte population.   28 
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Introduction 36 

The thyroid gland produces hormones thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3) 37 

that regulate body metabolism, growth, and development. Thyroid dysfunction, a 38 

disease afflicting almost 100 million people worldwide (1), is common and treatable by 39 

hormone replacement. If left untreated, however, it may result in profound adverse 40 

effects on the human body, including mental retardation, goiter or dwarfism.  41 

The thyroid gland is an endocrine organ with an intricate structure enabling 42 

production, storage and release of the thyroid hormones. It contains numerous variable-43 

sized spherical follicles composed of thyroid follicular epithelial cells, or thyrocytes. The 44 

thyrocytes generate the thyroid hormones in a multi-step process. They secrete and 45 

store thyroglobulin (TG) in the lumen of the follicles. Additionally, they intake iodide from 46 

the blood via sodium-iodide symporter (NIS / Slc5a5). At the interface between 47 

thyrocytes and the lumen, thyroid peroxidase (TPO) expressed by the cells catalyzes 48 

the coupling of iodide to tyrosyl residues of thyroglobulin (TG). Iodinated TG is absorbed 49 

back into the thyrocyte and cleaved by cysteine proteases in lysosomes to form T4 and 50 

T3 (2). Though the machinery responsible for the production of thyroid hormones by 51 

thyrocytes is well established, it remains unknown if all the thyrocytes resident in the 52 

thyroid gland are equally capable of generating thyroid hormones. In other words, the 53 

extent of molecular homogeneity between individual thyrocytes has not yet been 54 

investigated.  55 

Additionally, the thyroid gland contains many cell-types with potential roles in 56 

modulating thyrocyte functionality. The gland contains an extensive distribution of blood 57 

vessels, which carry iodide to the thyrocytes and carry thyroid hormones away from 58 
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them. The thyroid follicles are separated by a mesenchymal cell population, called 59 

connective tissue septa, which also divides the gland into lobules. The mammalian 60 

thyroid gland also contains parafollicular epithelial cells, or C-cells, that synthesize and 61 

secrete the hormone calcitonin. These parafollicular epithelial cells are, however, 62 

located outside the thyroid gland in fish and amphibians (3). Further, the presence of 63 

immune cells and innervation has been demonstrated within the thyroid gland (4, 5). 64 

Though we have a considerable understanding of these cell-types on a histological 65 

level, we still lack the molecular characterization of the thyroid gland cell ensemble. This 66 

extends to an incomplete appreciation of the impact of the diverse cell-populations on 67 

thyroid follicular cell physiology.  68 

To uncover the diversity within the thyrocyte population, and further characterize 69 

the surrounding tissue at cellular resolution, we develop the first atlas of the thyroid 70 

gland at single-cell resolution. For this, we build on the progress in single-cell 71 

transcriptomics (6) to transcriptionally profile thousands of individual cells isolated from 72 

the thyroid gland of adolescent and adult zebrafish. We demonstrate that these profiles 73 

comprehensively represent the cells present in the zebrafish thyroid gland. Further, we 74 

demonstrate the segregation of thyrocytes into two transcriptionally distinct sub-75 

populations. Utilizing the expression profiles of discrete cell populations, we build an 76 

intercellular signaling network to uncover communication between thyrocytes and the 77 

surrounding tissue. Finally, to enable easy access to the data, we have made the 78 

zebrafish thyroid gland atlas available for online browsing.  79 
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Results 80 

Single-cell transcriptomics of the zebrafish thyroid gland. 81 

To generate the molecular catalogue of the thyroid gland at cellular resolution, 82 

we sampled the organ from two ages of zebrafish: 2 month post-fertilization (mpf) and 8 83 

mpf (Supp. Figure 1). The time points span adolescent to adult transition in zebrafish, 84 

with animals containing fully differentiated functional organs at both stages. By 2 mpf, 85 

the adolescent animals have completed morphogenesis, but are yet to reach sexual 86 

maturity. The animals sampled at 2 mpf were on average 2.6 cm in length and 123.8 mg 87 

in weight. In contrast, fish at 8 mpf are sexually mature adults, with an average length of 88 

3.5 cm and an average weight of 294.4 mg (Supp. Figure 1). To characterize the organ 89 

cell-types in an unbiased manner, we dissected out the entire thyroid gland (Fig. 1A, B) 90 

from six animals at each stage, and prepared the single-cell suspension for cDNA 91 

library preparation. To guide thyroid gland dissection, we utilized the Tg(tg:nls-mVenus-92 

T2A-NTR) zebrafish reporter line (7) that labels thyrocytes with bright yellow fluorescent 93 

protein (Fig. 1B’). The micro-dissected tissue was dissociated using enzymatic 94 

digestion. The single-cell suspension was stained with calcein, which specifically labels 95 

live cells with blue fluorescence. The live cells were then enriched using FACS (Supp. 96 

Figure 2) to limit false positive signals from dead and/or ruptured cells (8). Twelve 97 

thousand live-cells, pooled from six animals, were collected in separate tubes according 98 

to age and profiled using droplet-based high-throughput single-cell RNA-sequencing 99 

provided by 10X Genomics (9, 10). The 10X Genomics pipeline uses molecule and cell-100 

specific barcoding allowing transcript quantification without amplification bias (11, 12). 101 

Using the Cell Ranger bioinformatics pipelines, the resulting Next-Generation 102 
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Sequencing libraries were mapped to the zebrafish genome, de-multiplexed according 103 

to their cellular barcodes and quantified to generate gene/cell UMI (unique molecular 104 

identifier) count tables. Quality-based exclusion of single-cell transcriptomes was 105 

implemented based on mean library size, percentage of mitochondrial reads and 106 

number of genes detected per cell. On average, we detected 6012 UMIs and 1303 107 

genes per cell (Supp. Figure 3). The process recovered in total 6249 cells, providing 108 

single-cell transcriptomic profiles for 2986 and 3263 individual cells for 2 mpf and 8 mpf, 109 

respectively.  110 

Identification of cell-types present in the zebrafish thyroid gland. 111 

To aid with visualization of the zebrafish thyroid gland single-cell RNA-Seq 112 

(scRNA-Seq) data, we projected the cellular profiles onto t-distributed stochastic 113 

neighbor embedding (t-SNE) plots, a non-linear dimensionality reduction technique (13) 114 

(Fig. 1C). Using unsupervised graph-based clustering, we identified seven clusters for 115 

the thyroid gland. Using the expression of genes involved in thyroid hormone 116 

production, we could identify one of the clusters as thyroid follicular cells (Fig. 1D – F). 117 

The cluster, labeled as thyrocytes, contains 267 cells.  118 

To define the identity of the remaining cell clusters, we generated cluster-specific 119 

marker genes by performing differential gene expression analysis (Fig. 2A) (Supp. 120 

Table 1). For four clusters, the marker genes included one or more known cell type–121 

specific identifiers. This included gpr182 for endothelial cells; acta2 for musculature; 122 

fcer1gl for immune cells; and ponzr3 for cells from zebrafish gills (Fig. 2B – E). Based 123 

on these cell identifiers, the atlas includes 233 endothelial cells, 135 muscle lineage 124 

cells, 914 immune cells and 199 cells from zebrafish gills. Notably, the endothelial cell 125 
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cluster includes blood vessels (flt1 and kdrl) and lymphatic vessels (mrc1a, prox1a, flt4 126 

and lyve1b) (Supp. Fig. 4); while the immune cell cluster includes macrophages 127 

(mpeg1.1 and mfap4), neutrophils (lyz) and lymphocytes (il4, il13 and il11b) (Supp. Fig. 128 

5).   129 

For the remaining two clusters (number six and seven), we identified marker 130 

genes that hinted towards identity of the cell-type. Specifically, col1a2 and tp63 131 

enriched in cluster number six and seven respectively (Fig. 2 F – G), are known 132 

markers of fibroblasts (14, 15) and epithelial tissue (16–18). We performed gene-133 

ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of the marker genes to aid with classification (Supp. 134 

Fig. 6). Cluster six demonstrated an enrichment of ‘extracellular matrix structural 135 

constituent’, ‘connective tissue development’ and ‘extracellular space’, confirming the 136 

presence of tissue fibroblasts in this cluster. Thus, we labelled cluster six as ‘Stromal’ 137 

cells. Cluster seven displayed an enrichment of ‘cell motility’, ‘cell migration’ and 138 

‘epithelium development’, suggestive of epithelial cells. Hence, we labelled cluster 139 

seven as ‘Non-Follicular Epithelium (NFE)’, to distinguish them from the thyroid follicular 140 

epithelial cells. Our data contains 3670 stromal cells and 831 non-follicular epithelial 141 

cells.  142 

Our marker gene identification further established additional genes enriched in a 143 

single cell-type in the thyroid gland (Fig. 2A) (Supp. Table 1). For instance, we identified 144 

cx30.3, a connexin gene and prdx1, a gene involved in the antioxidant response, to be 145 

specifically expressed in the thyrocytes. To enable further investigation of the clusters 146 

and gene expression profiles, we have developed an interactive webtool for online 147 

browsing (https://sumeet.shinyapps.io/zfthyroid/).  148 
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Development of autocrine and paracrine signaling networks in the thyroid gland 149 

using known ligand-receptor interactions. 150 

Having defined the cell types of the thyroid gland, we quantified potential cell-cell 151 

interactions between thyrocytes and all cell types present in the organ (Fig. 3A) based 152 

on a reference list of approximately 3,100 literature-supported interactions containing 153 

receptors and ligands from receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK), extracellular matrix (ECM)-154 

integrin, chemokine and cytokine families (19). Although anatomical barriers between 155 

cell types are not modeled in this analysis, expression patterns of ligand-receptor pairs 156 

revealed a dense intercellular communication network (Fig. 3B). The network consisted 157 

of 322 ligands expressed on different cell-types with a corresponding receptor 158 

expressed on the thyrocytes (Supp. Table 2). For instance, the stromal cells express the 159 

ligand lpl (Lipoprotein Lipase) that signals through the lrp2a (zebrafish homologue of 160 

Megalin) receptor (Fig. 3C). Stromal and muscle cells express dcn (Decorin) whose 161 

receptor met is expressed by thyrocytes. Further, the ligand cyr61 is broadly expressed 162 

in the thyroid gland, with one of its receptors, itgb5, an integrin isoform, expressed 163 

specifically by the thyrocytes. The identified interactions also include autocrine 164 

signaling. For example, the ligand sema3b and its receptor nrp2a are both present on 165 

thyrocytes. GO-analysis for identified ligand-receptor pairs revealed genes involved in 166 

‘PI3K-Akt signaling pathway’, ‘MET signaling’ and ‘integrin binding’ (Supp. Fig. 7).    167 

Thyrocytes are composed of transcriptionally distinct sub-populations. 168 

 Next, we characterized the transcriptional differences within the thyrocyte 169 

population. For this, we bioinformatically isolated the thyrocytes, and re-performed the 170 
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clustering pipeline on the isolated cell population. With this, we could segregate the 171 

thyrocytes into two smaller clusters (Fig. 4A), labeled as ‘Cluster_Blue’ and 172 

‘Cluster_Red’.  The two clusters displayed differences in the expression levels of 265 173 

genes (Fig. 4B) (Supp. Table 3). Notably, Cathepsin B (ctsba) is significantly 174 

downregulated in the blue cluster (Fold change = 1.6, p-value = 1.47x10-9) (Fig. 4B – 175 

C). Cathepsin B is a cysteine protease that is involved in the processing of iodinated 176 

thyroglobulin to T4 and T3 in the thyrocyte lysosomes (2, 20). Moreover, fusion of 177 

Cathepsin B and EGFP has been previously used to track thyroid hormone processing 178 

lysosomes in rat thyroid epithelial cell lines (21). 179 

Along with higher expression of Cathepsin B, the red cluster displayed significant 180 

downregulation of pax2a expression (Fold change = 1.7, p-value = 8.24x10-9) (Fig. 4B-181 

C). pax2a belongs to the PAX (paired box DNA-binding) domain containing family of 182 

transcription factors. The loss of pax2a expression in the red cluster is notable, as 183 

pax2a is an important regulator of thyrocyte development (22). Zebrafish thyroid 184 

primordium expresses pax2a at 24 hpf (22), which is required for specification of the 185 

thyroid follicles (23, 24). Consequently, zebrafish lacking pax2a fail to develop thyroid 186 

follicles (22), which is similar to the Pax8 knock-out phenotype in mouse (25). The low 187 

expression of pax2a in the red cluster, without a difference in tg expression, suggests 188 

the presence of a thyrocyte sub-population with a distinct gene expression signature.  189 

Generation of pax2a knock-in reporter line. 190 

 To validate the heterogeneity among the zebrafish thyrocytes, we focused on the 191 

expression of pax2a transcription factor. We generated a knock-in line by inserting 192 

monomeric Kusabira Orange 2 (mKO2) fluorescent protein to the 3’ end of the 193 
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endogenous pax2a genomic location (Fig. 5A). The pax2apax2a-T2A-mKO2 (abbreviated as 194 

pax2amKO2) reporter expression perfectly overlapped with PAX2A antibody staining at 9.5 195 

hours post-fertilization (Fig. 5B). Moreover, the knock-in line displayed mKO2 196 

fluorescence in the otic vesicle, mid-hindbrain boundary, optic stalk, pronephros and the 197 

thyroid gland (Fig. 5C – F, Supp. Movie 1), mimicking known expression of pax2a during 198 

zebrafish development (26). Additionally, in order to assess whether the dynamics of 199 

mKO2 expression would follow modifications in the expression of endogenous pax2a, we 200 

used CRISPR/Cas9 technology to generate F0 knock-outs (also known as Crispant (27)) 201 

of pax2a gene in our pax2amKO2 line. The crispants displayed defects in thyroid 202 

morphogenesis (Fig. 8G – H), mimicking the phenotype of pax2a loss-of-function 203 

mutation (22). Live imaging of crispants at 55 hpf revealed strong decrease of mKO2 204 

expression (Fig. 8G – H), thereby corroborating the faithful recapitulation of pax2a 205 

expression by the newly generated reporter line.     206 

Segregation of thyrocyte sub-populations based on pax2a reporter expression. 207 

Upon investigating the fluorescence expression of the pax2a reporter in the 208 

thyroid gland of adult zebrafish, we found strong and specific expression of pax2a 209 

reporter in the thyrocytes lining the thyroid follicles (Fig. 6A – D). Although a majority of 210 

thyrocytes displayed uniform expression of pax2a reporter, we could identify a small 211 

population of pax2amKO2-Low thyrocytes (Fig. 6B – D). The pax2amKO2-Low thyrocytes 212 

were not segregated, but scattered throughout the gland, thereby suggesting a mixing 213 

of the two thyrocyte sub-populations.  214 

 To quantify the proportions of pax2amKO2-Low and -High thyrocytes, we 215 

performed FACS analysis on pax2amKO2; Tg(tg:nls-EGFP) double transgenic line (Fig. 216 
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6E – G). The Tg(tg:nls-EGFP) zebrafish line labels the thyrocyte population in green 217 

fluorescence (27). We restricted our analysis to the thyrocyte population by gating for 218 

GFP+ cells in the thyroid gland (Fig. 6E). Within the thyrocyte population, the cells 219 

displayed a normal distribution of GFP fluorescence; however, thyrocytes could be split 220 

into two sub-populations based on the levels of pax2a reporter expression (Fig. 6F – G). 221 

Specifically, 75% of thyrocytes (202 out of 268 cells) displayed pax2amKO2-High 222 

fluorescence, while 25% of thyrocytes (66 out of 268 cells) displayed pax2amKO2-Low 223 

fluorescence levels.      224 

In summary, the analysis of pax2a knock-in line validates the identification of 225 

thyrocyte sub-populations within our single-cell RNA-Seq. data, and clearly 226 

demonstrates, for the first time, the presence of transcriptionally diverse sub-227 

populations of thyrocytes present in the thyroid gland.    228 
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Discussion 229 

We have applied for the first time unbiased single-cell gene expression analysis 230 

to the thyroid gland. In contrast with the mainstream view that thyrocytes constitute a 231 

molecularly uniform population, we identify two transcriptionally distinct sub-populations 232 

of thyrocytes. The two sub-populations differed, among other genes (Supp. Table 3), in 233 

the expression levels of a transcription factor pax2a and a cysteine protease Cathepsin 234 

B (ctsba) (Fig. 4B – C). Cathepsin B is particularly notable as it enables the liberation of 235 

thyroid hormone from thyrocytes by proteolytic processing of thyroglobulin (2, 20).  236 

We validate the heterogeneity among the thyrocytes using a newly generated 237 

knock-in reporter line for pax2a gene (Fig. 5). The knock-in reporter line was generated 238 

using CRISPR/Cas9-based insertion of mKO2 fluorescent protein in the endogenous 239 

pax2a genomic location. The pax2a knock-in line faithfully recapitulates the embryonic 240 

expression of pax2a gene (Supp. Movie 1, Fig. 5B – F). Using the pax2a reporter line to 241 

characterize the adult thyroid gland, we demonstrate the presence of pax2amKO2-Low 242 

thyrocytes in the follicles (Fig. 6). Notably, pax2amKO2-Low and pax2amKO2-High 243 

thyrocytes are present in the same follicle (Fig. 6C – D), raising the possibility of 244 

contact-mediated interactions between the two sub-populations. It would be of interest 245 

to build on this study and investigate the functional and replicative differences among 246 

the two sub-populations of thyrocytes. 247 

Our single-cell transcriptomics atlas provides a comprehensive genomics 248 

resource to study the zebrafish thyroid gland in unprecedented detail. We performed 249 

unbiased profiling of the thyroid gland, without enrichment for a specific cell-type. This 250 

allowed us to capture yet poorly characterized cell-populations within the thyroid gland. 251 
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Specifically, we provide the molecular characteristics of the stromal tissue present in the 252 

zebrafish thyroid gland. The stromal cells display enrichment of extra-cellular matrix 253 

(ECM) related genes (Supp. Table 1) and are possibly homologous to the mesenchymal 254 

connective septa found in the mammalian thyroid gland. The connective septa helps 255 

cluster the thyroid follicles into lobules. Notably, the expression of fgf ligands from the 256 

mesenchymal septa cells has been implicated in lobe formation during mouse thyroid 257 

gland development (28). It would be of interest to test if similar morphological clustering 258 

of the thyroid follicles exists in zebrafish, and the role the stromal cells play during 259 

development and growth of the thyrocytes. 260 

Our atlas further identifies a non-follicular epithelial (NFE) cell-population present 261 

in the zebrafish thyroid gland. It is interesting to note that epithelial cells apart from 262 

follicular and parafollicular cells have been observed in the mammalian thyroid gland. In 263 

a report from E. Baber published in 1876 (29), histological examination of the dog 264 

thyroid gland displayed the presence of cells “beside the stroma, lymphatics, blood 265 

vessels, & cells between the vesicles”. Dr. Baber labeled the cells as ‘parenchyma’, and 266 

noted the existence of “numerous cells differing markedly in size and shape from the 267 

epithelial cells amongst which they lie” (29). Recently, epithelial cells have been 268 

reported in a structure called the Solid Cell Nests (SCN) of the thyroid (30). SCN are 269 

lumen containing irregular structures located between the thyroid lobes in mammals. 270 

SCN contain two types of epithelial cells: main cells and C-cells, expressing TP63 and 271 

calcitonin respectively (31). Notably, the NFE cells we identified in the zebrafish thyroid 272 

gland are marked with TP63 expression (Fig. 2G), raising the possibility of their 273 

homology with the main cells of the SCN. C-cells, however, exist outside the thyroid 274 
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gland in zebrafish (3), and thus it is unlikely that the NFE cells we have identified would 275 

be related to cells of parafollicular origin. Currently, the developmental origin of NFE 276 

cells and their role in thyroid gland is unclear. To study the cell-population, transgenic 277 

zebrafish reagents driving expression using the tp63 regulatory region (32) could be 278 

utilized in future.  279 

To survey the communication between thyrocytes, the functional unit of the 280 

thyroid gland, and the other cell-types present in the thyroid gland, we constructed a 281 

cellular interaction network (Fig. 3B). The network was built by matching the expression 282 

of ligands in the diverse cell-types with the expression of receptor in the thyrocytes 283 

(Supp. Table 2) (19). Based on literature survey, we manually identified multiple 284 

interacting genes that have been implicated in thyroid diseases. For instance, the ligand 285 

Decorin (dcn) is expressed by the stromal cells and musculature, with its receptor, MET, 286 

present on thyrocytes (Fig. 3C). Decorin, a secreted proteoglycan, is considered a 287 

“guardian from the matrix” (33), as it is an antagonist of growth factor signaling. 288 

Importantly, Decorin expression has been reported to be downregulated in thyroid 289 

cancer samples (34). Thus, stromal cells could modulate Decorin to control thyrocytes 290 

growth. Further, interactions for CYR61 (associated with Graves’ Disease (35)), LRP2 / 291 

Megalin (involved in thyroglobulin processing (36)) and NRP2 (associated thyroid 292 

cancer metastasis (37)) were identified (Fig. 3C). The hypothesis generated by the 293 

theoretical ligand-receptor interaction network can be tested in vivo in zebrafish or in 294 

vitro by manipulation of thyrocytes in thyroid organoid models (38) to gain valuable 295 

insight into thyroid gland homeostasis.  296 
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The current atlas is restricted to healthy adolescent and adult thyroid gland. In 297 

future, it would be of interest to extend the atlas by including single-cell transcriptomics 298 

from embryonic and old fish, providing a comprehensive resource for development, 299 

homeostasis and aging of the thyroid gland. It would be of further interest to profile 300 

zebrafish models of thyroid disorder (39, 40) to understand the cellular and molecular 301 

changes underlying organ dysfunction. Combined with the power of CRISPR/Cas9 302 

based screen that we have established for the thyroid gland (27), this resource will 303 

provide a roadmap for the functional elucidation of cell type specific programs during 304 

thyroid gland growth and homeostasis. 305 

In summary, our work provides the first molecular map of the zebrafish thyroid 306 

gland at cellular resolution. The atlas contains the molecular characterization of the 307 

thyroid gland stromal population, identification of non-follicular epithelial cells, and 308 

demonstrate the transcriptional heterogeneity among zebrafish thyrocytes. Further, by 309 

constructing cell-cell communication network, the atlas provides clues into tissue 310 

dynamics present within the organ. Finally, the dataset has been made available for 311 

browsing via an interactive webtool (https://sumeet.shinyapps.io/zfthyroid/). We hope 312 

that our efforts will expand the understanding of thyrocytes beyond a nominally 313 

homogenous endocrine cell population; providing a complex picture of the diversity in 314 

thyrocyte identity and function.  315 

  316 
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Methods 317 

Zebrafish strains and husbandry 318 

Wild-type or transgenic zebrafish of the outbred AB, WIK, or a hybrid WIK/AB strain 319 

were used in all experiments. Zebrafish were raised under standard conditions at 28 °C. 320 

Animals were chosen at random for all experiments. Published transgenic strains used 321 

in this study were Tg(tg:nls-mVenus-T2A-NTR) (7) and Tg(tg:nls-GFP) (27). 322 

Experiments with Tg(tg:nls-mVenus-T2A-NTR) were conducted in accordance with the 323 

Animal Welfare Act and with permission of the Landesdirektion Sachsen, Germany 324 

(DD24-5131/346/11, DD24-5131/346/12, DD24.1-5131/476/2, TVV21/2018 and all 325 

corresponding amendments). Zebrafish husbandry and experiments with Tg(tg:nls-326 

GFP) and pax2a knock-in line were performed under standard conditions in accordance 327 

with institutional (Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB)) and national ethical and animal 328 

welfare guidelines and regulation, which were approved by the ethical committee for 329 

animal welfare (CEBEA) from the Université Libre de Bruxelles (protocols 578N-579N). 330 

Single cell suspension of zebrafish thyroid gland 331 

Single cell suspension of zebrafish thyroid gland was performed by adapting the cell 332 

dissociation protocol outlined in Singh et al., Scientific Reports, 2018 (41). In brief, the 333 

thyroid gland was collected and dissociated into single cells by incubation in TrypLE 334 

(ThermoFisher, 12563029) with 0.1% Pluronic F-68 (ThermoFisher, 24040032) at 37 °C 335 

in a benchtop shaker set at 450 rpm for 45 min. Following dissociation, TrypLE was 336 

inactivated with 10% FBS, and the cells pelleted by centrifugation at 500g for 10min at 4 337 

°C. The supernatant was carefully discarded and the pellet re-suspended in 500 uL of 338 
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HBSS (without Ca, Mg) + 0.1% Pluronic F-68. To remove debris, the solution was 339 

passed over a 30 µm cell filter (Miltenyi Biotec, 130-041-407). To remove dead cells, 340 

calcein violet (ThermoFisher, C34858) was added at a final concentration of 1 µM and 341 

the cell suspension incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes. The single cell 342 

preparation was sorted with the appropriate gates, including excitation with UV (405 nm) 343 

laser for identification of alive cells (calcein+). FACS was performed through 100 µm 344 

nozzle. 345 

Single-cell profiling of the zebrafish thyoid gland 346 

For single-cell RNA-seq of the zebrafish thyroid gland using the 10X Genomics 347 

platform, cell suspension was prepared as mentioned above from the thyroid glands of 348 

six 2 month post fertilization and six 8 month post-fertilization Tg(tg:nls-mVenus-T2A-349 

NTR) animals. The cell suspension was adjusted with Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution 350 

(without calcium and magnesium) to a density of 800cells/µl, and diluted with nuclease-351 

free water according to the manufacturer’s instructions to yield 12,000 cells. 352 

Subsequently, the cells were carefully mixed with reverse transcription mix before 353 

loading the cells on the 10X Genomics Chromium system (10). After the gel emulsion 354 

bead suspension underwent the reverse transcription reaction, emulsion was broken 355 

and DNA purified using Silane beads. The complementary DNA was amplified with 10 356 

cycles, following the guidelines of the 10x Genomics user manual. The 10X Genomics 357 

single cell RNA-seq library preparation—involving fragmentation, dA tailing, adapter 358 

ligation and indexing PCR—was performed based on the manufacturer’s protocol. After 359 

quantification, the libraries were sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 550 machine using 360 

a HighOutput flowcell in paired-end mode (R1: 26 cycles; I1: 8 cycles; R2: 57 cycles), 361 
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thus generating ~45mio fragments. The raw sequencing data were then processed with 362 

the ‘count’ command of the Cell Ranger software (v.2.1.0) provided by 10x Genomics 363 

with the option ‘–expect-cells’ set to 10,000 (all other options were used as per default). 364 

To build the reference for Cell Ranger, zebrafish genome (GRCz10) as well as gene 365 

annotation (Ensembl 87) were downloaded from Ensembl and the annotation was 366 

filtered with the ‘mkgtf ’ command of Cell Ranger (options: ‘–367 

attribute=gene_biotype:protein_coding– attribute=gene_biotype:lincRNA –368 

attribute=gene_biotype:antisense’). Genome sequence and filtered annotation were 369 

then used as input to the ‘mkref ’ command of Cell Ranger to build the appropriate Cell 370 

Ranger Reference. 371 

Analysis of single-cell RNA-Seq. of the zebrafish thyroid gland 372 

The raw data generated from 10x Chromium pipeline was clustered using Seurat 2.3.4 373 

(42) using the recommended analysis pipeline. Briefly, the raw data as UMI-counts was 374 

log-normalized, regressed to remove the effect of library size and mitochondrial counts, 375 

and scaled. Highly variable genes were identified for PCA analysis and graph-based 376 

clustering. Marker genes identified for each cluster were used to classify the cell-type. 377 

The thyrocyte cluster was isolated and sub-clustered to identify and label sub-378 

populations.  379 

Data Availability 380 

The raw 10X data, along with tabulated count data are available publicly from GEO 381 

under accession number GSE133466. The atlas for online browsing is available at 382 

https://sumeet.shinyapps.io/zfthyroid/. 383 
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Generation of knock-in pax2apax2a-T2A-mKO2 zebrafish line 384 

For generation of pax2a reporter line, we designed a single-guide RNA (sgRNA) targeting 385 

the STOP codon of the pax2a coding sequence (GCTGCGATGGTAACTAGTGG). We 386 

then generated a donor construct in which the sequence encoding for the monomeric 387 

Kusabira orange (mKO2) protein was fused to a viral 2A peptide linker. This reporter 388 

cassette was flanked by left (1000bp) and right (2000bp) homology arms of the pax2a 389 

genomic DNA region around the stop codon therefore preventing the sgRNA from cutting 390 

the donor construct. sgRNA design, production and validation were done as previously 391 

described (27, 43). Wild-type embryos were injected with 3 nL of the injection mix 392 

containing the sgRNA (final concentration 80 ng/µL), the donor construct (final 393 

concentration 7.5 ng/µL), the protein Cas9 (recombinant cas protein from S. pyogenes 394 

PNA Bio CP01, final concentration 100 ng/µL) and KCL (final concentration 200 mM). 395 

Upon homologous recombination of this reporter construct in the endogenous locus, 396 

pax2a-expressing cells were fluorescently labelled by mKO2. This pax2apax2a-T2A-mKO2 line 397 

is referenced as pax2amKO2 in the text.  398 

Generation of pax2a crispants 399 

Somatic mutagenesis of pax2a gene was carried out exactly as mentioned in Trubiroha 400 

et al., Scientific Reports, 2018 (27). Briefly, sgRNA targeting the exon 2 of pax2a was 401 

generated as described in the publication. Following the strategy described in the 402 

publication, Cas9 protein along with sgRNA was injected in one-cell stage of zebrafish 403 

embryos for disruption of pax2a gene. Non-injected animals were used as controls. 404 
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Tissue collection  405 

To facilitate confocal imaging of the thyroid gland, the organ was dissected from fish 406 

after fixation. Fish were killed in Tricaine prior to either direct fixation or dissection of the 407 

gland, and the samples immersed in 4% paraformaldehyde + 1% Triton-X overnight at 4 408 

°C. The gland was then manually dissected and washed multiple times in PBS. 409 

Immunofluorescence and image acquisition  410 

Whole-mount immunofluorescence was performed on thyroid gland collected as 411 

described above. The collected samples were permeabilized in 1% PBT (Triton-X-100) 412 

and blocked in 4% PBTB (BSA). Primary and secondary antibody stainings were 413 

performed overnight at 4 °C. Primary antibodies used in this study were anti-PAX2A 414 

(rabbit, Genetex GTX128127) at 1:250, anti-EGFP (chicken, Abcam ab13970) at 1:1000, 415 

anti-E-Cadherin (mouse, BD bioscience cat 610181) at 1:200, anti-monomeric Kusabira-416 

Orange 2 (mouse, MBL amalgaam M-168-3M) at 1:200 and anti-monomeric Kusabira-417 

Orange 2 (rabbit, MBL amalgam PM051M) at 1:250. Secondary antibodies at 1:250 418 

dilutions used in this study were Alexa Fluor 488 anti-chicken (Jackson ImmunoResearch 419 

laboratories 703-545-155), Alexa Fluor 647 anti-rabbit (Jackson ImmunoResearch 420 

laboratories 711-605-152), Alexa Fluor 647 anti-mouse (Jackson ImmunoResearch 421 

laboratories 715-605-150), CyTM3-conjugated anti-rabbit (Jackson ImmunoResearch 422 

laboratories 711-165-152) and CyTM3-conjugated anti-mouse (Jackson ImmunoResearch 423 

laboratories 715-165-150). When needed nuclei were staining using DAPI at a 1:1000 424 

dilution. Samples were mounted in NuSieveTM GTGTM Agarose (Lonza cat50080) and 425 

imaged on a glass bottom FluoroDishTM (WPI FD3510-100) using a Zeiss LSM 780 426 
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confocal microscope or Leica DMI 6000b microscope. ImageJ was used to add scale bars 427 

and PowerPoint was used for adding arrows and labels. 428 

FACS-based reporter analysis 429 

For analysing the levels of pax2amKO2 by FACS, single-cell suspension from the thyroid 430 

gland of 5 mpf Tg(tg:nls-GFP); pax2amKO2 animals was prepared as described earlier 431 

and stained with 1 µM calcein violet (ThermoFisher, C34858). Cells were sorted and 432 

analyzed using FACS-Aria II (BD Bioscience). Thyrocytes were selected by gating for 433 

calcein+ GFP+ population, and mKO2 expression level recorded for analysis. 434 

Gene Ontology (GO) Analysis 435 

Gene ontology (GO) analysis was performed using DAVID (44). The list of genes was 436 

uploaded on the web browser of DAVID and statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) GO 437 

terms were identified using default parameters.      438 

Statistical analysis 439 

Statistical analysis was performed using R. No animals were excluded from analysis. 440 

Blinding was not performed during analysis. Analysis of normal distribution was not 441 

performed.  442 

  443 
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Figure Legends 605 

Figure 1: Single-cell RNA-Seq. of the zebrafish thyroid gland 606 

(A – B) A brightfield image showing the zebrafish thyroid gland along with surrounding 607 

tissue. The thyroid gland surrounds the ventral aorta, which extends from the outflow 608 

tract of the heart into the gills towards the lower jaw. The thyroid follicular cells, or 609 

thyrocytes, are labeled in green in the Tg(tg:nls-mVenus-NTR) transgenic line (B’). (C) 610 

A t-SNE plot displaying the 6249 single-cells profiled in the zebrafish thyroid gland atlas. 611 

The colors represent cell clusters denoting a specific cell-type. (D – F) Cluster #1 612 

represents the thyrocytes that express tg, slc5a5 (NIS) and tpo.  613 

Figure 2: Gene expression signature of the different cell-types in the zebrafish 614 

thyroid gland  615 

(A) Heatmap depicting five genes specifically expressed in each one of the seven 616 

clusters of the zebrafish thyroid gland atlas. (B – G) t-SNE plots overlaid with the 617 

expression of a gene specific to each of the cluster. The endothelium cluster (cluster #2) 618 

is a mix of blood vessels and lymphatic vessels (see Supp. Fig. 4), while the immune 619 

cell cluster (cluster #4) is a mix of macrophages, neutrophils and lymphocytes (see 620 

Supp. Fig. 5).  621 

Figure 3: Connectome of the zebrafish thyroid gland identifies a dense 622 

intercellular signaling network 623 

(A) To build a connectome for the atlas, the ligands expressed specifically in each cell-624 

type were matched with their corresponding receptors in the thyrocytes. (B) A highly 625 
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connected intercellular interaction network is identified by the connectome. The number 626 

of ligand-receptor pairs identified between two cell-types is denoted alongside the 627 

arrows. (C) A dotplot depicting examples of paracrine and autocrine signaling in the 628 

thyroid gland. The dots represent expression level in the different cell-types of the atlas.   629 

Figure 4: Thyrocytes can be subdivided into two transcriptionally distinct sub-630 

populations 631 

(A) Unsupervised clustering of the thyrocyte population identifies two sub-populations. 632 

(B) Heatmap depicting the top ten most differentially expressed genes between the two 633 

sub-populations. (C) Violin plots depicting the expression levels of three specific genes 634 

in each sub-populations. Y-axis represents scaled data.  635 

Figure 5: pax2amKO2 knock-in line faithfully reports pax2a expression and knock-636 

down 637 

(A) Schematic of the knock-in strategy used to generate the pax2amKO2 line. Double 638 

strand break was induced between the penultimate codon and the STOP codon of pax2a 639 

gene using CRISPR/Cas9. DNA repair integrates the donor construct at the site of double 640 

strand break, resulting in a pax2a reporter line. The donor construct contains T2A-mKO2 641 

reporter cassette flanked by left homology (LH) and right homology (RH) arms. (B) Whole 642 

mount immunofluorescence of 9.5hpf pax2amKO2 embryos stained with anti-mKO2 643 

antibody (red) and anti-PAX2A antibody (green). Anterior is to the left, and dorsal side is 644 

to the top. (C) Whole mount immunofluorescence of 55 hpf pax2amKO2; Tg(tg:nls-EGFP) 645 

stained with PAX2A antibody (PAX2A-Ab) displays an overlap of mKO2 and PAX2A-Ab 646 

signal. The otic vesicle (OV), mid-hindbrain barrier (MHB), interneurons (IN) and thyroid 647 
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gland (THY) is labelled. (D – F) Confocal microscopy imaging of a sagittal section of a 55 648 

hpf pax2amKO2; Tg(tg:nls-EGFP) embryos showing co-localization of mKO2 and pax2a in 649 

the pronephros (D), thyroid gland (E) and mid-hindbrain barrier (F). In the thyroid gland, 650 

mKO2, PAX2A-Ab and thyrocyte-specific GFP (green) show co-localization. Scale bars: 651 

100µm (C) and 50µm (D – F). Anterior to the right, white dashed line represents the 652 

outline of the embryo. (G – H) Snapshots from live imaging of 55 hpf pax2amKO2; Tg(tg:nls-653 

EGFP) embryos injected with sgRNA targeting pax2a coding sequence. The anterior part 654 

of a representative control embryo (G) is shown alongside a representative crispant (H). 655 

Crispants display a strong reduction of mKO2 fluorescence, as well as an absence of 656 

GFP signal suggesting absence of thyroid (THY) tissue.  657 

Figure 6: A pax2a knock-in line validates the presence of thyrocyte sub-658 

populations 659 

(A-D) Analysis of 3 mpf thyroid gland from pax2amKO2 zebrafish shows heterogeneity in 660 

pax2a reporter expression. (A) Whole mount confocal imaging of a 3 mpf pax2amKO2 661 

thyroid labelled with mKO2 (red), E-cadherin (cyan, not shown in ‘A’ for clarity reasons) 662 

and DAPI (dark blue) for nuclear localisation. (B – D) Optical sections of three follicles, 663 

with mKO2-Low cells labelled with arrows. E-cadherin (B’ – D’) and DAPI (B’’ – D’’) 664 

staining shows that absence of mKO2 signal does not correspond to an absence of cells. 665 

Scale bars: 250 µm (A), 50 µm (B – D). Anterior to the bottom of the pictures. (E – G) 666 

Cells from the thyroid gland of 5 mpf Tg(tg:nls-GFP); pax2amKO2 animals were labelled 667 

with calcein (live cell marker) and analysed using FACS. (E) A FACS plot showing calcein 668 

on X-axis and GFP on Y-axis. The box encompassing the GFP+ cells represents the 669 

thyrocyte population, which was gated for further analysis. (F) Histogram showing the 670 
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distribution of GFP intensity in thyrocytes. (G) Histogram showing the distribution of 671 

mKO2 intensity in thyrocytes. Thyrocytes were selected by gating for GFP+ population. 672 

Horizontal lines indicate the mKO2-Low and mKO2-High expression level, with 673 

percentage values representing proportion of thyrocytes with mKO2-Low and mKO2-High 674 

expression. 675 
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